Individualism is rather
like innocence; there
must be something
unconscious about it.
Louis Kronenberger
—
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Tri Delta closes after
45 years on campus
Members
choose to
close chapter
after decrease
in numbers
BY SHALEN FAIRBANKS
A 44;a4Nt news fiGtor

After 45 years on campus the
Delta Delta Delta sorority will become inactive at the end of the current semester.
"This is one of the hardest decisions we've ever made," Delta Delta
Delta President Andrea Marking
said.
"We fought as long as we could,"
said member Robin Buckmiller.
"I'm proud of all of us for being part
of something that was worth fighting for. We did our best."
The decision to become inactive
was made by the entire sorority. "It
was a house decision and not insti-

gated by the national chapter," Student's office and Residential ProMarking said. "Everytime we have grams are looking at possible opless members, current members tions.
have to over-extend themselves and
According to Marking, the specific details involved in deactivatit's just too stressful."
According to Marking, the de- ing are still unknown. The sorority
crease in the number of pledges is in the process of working out the
played a significant role in the deCi- details with the National Organizasion. Delta Delta Delta received no tion of Delta Delta Delta.
new pledges during Rush '96 and
"The Greek System (IFC and
had only two pledges that were held Panhellenic) have been very supover from last year.
portive of our decision," Marking
"Current members will probably said."I really hope that no other
take Alumni status, but they just chapter has to go through this."
If numbers improve the sorority
won't be part of an active chapter,"
said Marking. The pledges that want can reactivate at a future time.
to, can still be initiated into the so- "Hopefully we can open again,"
rority. According to Marking, the Marking said.
The decrease in the number of
local South Puget Sound Alumni
Chapter of Delta Delta Delta is very new members is a national trend.
active. "I'm sure we'll do things Greek systems on campuses all over
the nation have seen a decline in
with them," she said.
"The University has been more membership in the past years. The
than willing to work with us as we number of UPS rushees dropped by
begin the process," Marking said. approximately 73 women and 19
What will be done with the men from last year. "This was the
sorority's half of Schiff Hall is still least amount of pledges that we've
unknown at this time. The Dean of ever had," said Marking.
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Opinions clash at Haley, Brown Holocaust lecture
BY CHARLOTTE BLISS
nggvs gAittr

The Haley and Brown Lecture on
Feb. 21, "Representing War and
Holocaust in American Culture: The
Politics of Memory," became an
open forum for debate, when three
college-age males claimed that the
Jewish Holocaust is blown out of
proportion.
At the time of publication, only
one of the men was known to be a
UPS student.
After Dr. Edward Linenthal, a
Professor of Religion at the University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, concluded his lecture on the creation of
the Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington D.C., the three men, one
wearing a shirt that said, "Free
Speech," challenged issues surrounding the Holocaust. One man
claimed that the treatment of Jews
in concentration camps was not as
brutal as people are led to believe.
Calling themselves "Italian Nationalists," the three men argued that
the estimated figure of six million
Jews killed during the Holocaust is

an "irresponsible exaggeration."
One of the men said that 1 million would be a more accurate figure. Linenthal responded by stating
six million casualties was a correct
estimation and "perhaps [even that]

at those students had to
turned a brilliant
Ire into the most
sturbing thing I've ever
seen on-campus
—Curt Thompson
is too small."
The men challenged Linenthal to
prove the Holocaust occurred without using personal documentation
and photographs, both of which they
claimed to be biased and subject to
alteration.
Linenthal responded by asking the
men to prove that the Civil War happened without using personal documentation and artifacts. According
to Linenthal these are the standard

methods used by historians.
Many audience members were
willing to recognize the men's right
to free speech, but were angered by
the men's disrespect for the visiting
speaker.
"The three men said their bit;
Linenthal responded calmly with
facts, and they called him names,"
said Ben Steel, a student present at
the Wednesday lecture. "This was
the first time I've encountered antiSemitism at this school."
Curt Thompson, another student
in attendance, said, "It bothers me
that what I will remember about this
lecture is how offensive those three
men were."
"What those students had to say
turned a brilliant lecture into the
most disturbing thing I've ever seen
on campus," Thompson said.
One female student said she
couldn't believe the three men used
their higher education to personally
attack a distinguished speaker.
After the lecture, the men distributed pamphlets further explaining
their position.
The pamphlet said that, "no ex-

ecution gas chambers existed in any
camp in Europe which was under
German control.Fumigation gas
chambers did exist to delouse clothing and equipment, to prevent disease at camps. Most likely it is from
this life-saving procedure that the
myth of extermination gas chambers
emerged."
The views expressed in this pamphlet, and the opinions of these three
men prompted several students to

walk out of the lecture hall.
The Brown and Haley Lecture Series is designed to be a "significant
contribution from the perspective of
the social sciences and humanities
to real or urgent problems confronting society," according to the series'
sponsors.
Since 1953, the lectures have
aimed at enriching the intellectual
lives of students, faculty and community.
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KUPS interviews President Pierce
• Get the
inside scoop
on the most
mysterious
figure on
campus
BY CHARLOTTE BLISS
7'11144 gAitor

For the first time since she took
office in 1992, President Susan
Resneck Pierce will be interviewed
by students on KUPS. Adam Hersh

and Dan Fazio are preparing questions for the interview on Monday, March 4 at 4 p.m.
"No one ever sees
President Pierce or
knows what she's
doing,"said
Hersh. Most students are surprised that the
President is willing to be interviewed on live radio,
Hersh said.
"That's the reason we're
doing it," Fazio said "She's kind
of a mysterious figure on campus."

Hersh and Fazio have a list of
questions for President Pierce
that range from her views
of the Greek system
to her role in the
tenure decision.
They also plan
to ask her a few
"light-hearted"
questions to give
students a more
intimate look at the
President and her
views of student life
and goals for the future.
Specifically, Hersh and Fazio
plan to ask:

How often do you eat in the
SUB?
Are you aware of the outrageous cost of eating healthy,
well-balanced meals there?
If a law school falls in the
woods and no one is there to hear
it fall, does it make a sound?
What's happening with the
Business and Leadership Program?
Who's your favorite Beatle,
and why?
Hersh and Fazio have a regular show on KUPS, Wednesday
nights at 10:00 p.m., that features
ska music.

ff
Why didn't you run
for an ASUPS office?
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rimes On Campus
Crimes On Campus
Crimes On Campus

February 20,1996 through February 26, 1996
Feb. 25 @ 1:18 a.m.
A Plant staff member reported the theft of a University vacuum
cleaner from a storage closet in the Wheelock Student Center.

Feb. 26 CO 12:35 p.m.
A visitor to the University reported that her wallet was stolen
from her purse. She left the purse unattended in a classroom in
Thompson Hall.

**If you have any information that would assist
in the above incidents, please contact Security
Services at ext. 3311. Information is kept
confidential.
February 29, 1996

ASUPS reaches out to
off-campus students
BY CHARLOTTE BLISS
news iAittir

A proposal for the initiation and
recognition of an Off-Campus Committee was submitted to the ASUPS
Senate on Feb. 13 by Bryan Davis,
the Off-Campus Senator.
Reason for initiation:
As the Off-Campus/University
Housing Senator, my constituents
collectively compromise the largest
number of UPS students, yet I have
no official way to communicate with
them. With the creation of this committee I, and future Off-Campus
Senators, will be able to share and
gather ideas from these constituents
on how ASUPS can best serve them.
Section 12. Off-Campus Committee
Purpose: Serve as a forum to
gather, determine, prioritize, and act
upon concerns of the off-campus
student community.
Powers and Responsibilities
1. Obtain off-campus student input on various concerns and issues

relevant to off-campus students.
2. Encourage and organize the development of new activities,
events,programs and/or surveys
which will assist in helping off-campus students be more involved in
university life.
C. Membership
Off-Campus Senator Chair.
The fall elected senator will serve
as Chair from the time of spring elections until his/her term has ended,
and the spring elected senator will
serve from fall elections throughout
the remainder of his/her term.
All members are to be appointed in the spring by the in-coming president in consultation with the
chair of the committee.
Eight (8) off-campus students.
Each serving a one (1) year term.

The off-campus senator, not
serving as chair, shall sit on the committee as a representative.
D. A weekly meeting as designated by the Chair in agreement with
committee members.

Photos by Ben Udkow
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Study abroad! Escape while you can!
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YWCA presents
"Rags to Riches"
Fundraiser
"Rags for Riches" is a wearable art
show and sale featuring unique garments and accessories created by artists from across the country. The
fundraiser will be held at the American Art Company Gallery, 1126
Broadway, March 14 - 16.
People have the opportunity to see
and buy hand-painted scarves and
distinctive garments, handcrafted

European
study
abroad
programs
available

•

.

,•

•

•

jewelry, hats, shoes and more.
Proceeds from the event benefit
the YWCA of Tacoma/Pierce County
and its programs for women, children
and families.
The event begins on March 14, at
5:30 p.m. with a Preview Gala consisting of refreshments, entertainment
and a fashion show. The marketplace
will be open to the public on March
15 and 16 from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. Admission is through donation.
For more information or tickets to the
Preview Gala contact the YWCA at
272-4181.

m
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News
Nominations
called for
Nominees are needed for the
Outstanding Program Awards.
Awards are given to groups that
promote diversity, school spirit and
service to others. Pick up nomination
forms in the Dean of Students office.

ft

Campus sees
rise in reported
thefts
Many students on campus have recently been victims of theft. Items
left unattended in the library, residence halls and/or classrooms have
been taken.
In the last two weeks at least five
items, ranging from a laptop computer to a wallet have been taken
while owners briefly left them unattended

w

w

Security asks that students not
leave their personal belongings unattended. Members of the surrounding
community as well as students use
campus facilities. A wallet or laptop
left unattended is fair game for theft.
Students are not the only victims
of theft. Last week an external hard
drive was reported stolen from a Thompson Hall office and furniture was
reported missing from Phibbs.
Contact Security Services at x3311
with any information concerning the
thefts or to report suspicious activity.
Information is kept confidential.

w
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BEATLE MANIA

PRESS RELEASE
Two different study abroad programs are available to students. A
new low-cost cultural exchange program sponsored by The American
Intstitute for Foreign Study will provide 100 college students with the
opportunity to study abroad in Europe and for its 26th consecutive
year students will be able to study
abroad at Oxford through Oakland
University.
Called "Au Pair in Europe" the
AIFS program provides Americans
with the chance to study at a European University for one or two semesters while living with, and providing part-time child care for, a local family in England, France, Spain
or Germany.
Students provide a maximum of
30 hours a week in child care in exchange for private room and board,
$75 per week in spending money
and time off for travel.
Fees vary depending on the length
of stay and include air fare to Europe, registration and tuition, assistance in obtaining visas, pre-screening of host families, 3-day orientation program, training in child safety
and development, medical insurance
and the support of a AIFS community counselor at the host university.
Sponsored by Oakland University
in conjunction with University of
Detroit Mercy, the Oxford program
includes tuition, private room, full
board during the week, excursions
to London, theatre tickets and visits
to famous museums for six weeks
for $5200.
The cost for this program does not
include airfare. A three week program is also available at a cheaper
cost.
Students attend classes four days
a week and travel one day a week
as a group.
For more information about Oxford contact Dr. Margaret Pigott at
(810) 370-4131 or E-mail at
pigott@oaldand.edu or for ALB call
1-800-727-2437.
••••
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MARCH 14, 1996 7:00p.m.
SOCIAL HALL, TEMPLE BETH EL
S97S S. 12Th STREET, TACOMA
Direct from KOMO TV 4
Ken Morrison and Eric Slocum
will explore their Liverpool adventures and
describe how the human element
effects news programming
$7:00 Donation

Sponsored by National Council of Jewish women as a benefit for the
YWCA Domestic Violence Shelter and the Tone School. Please send
donations to 952 Skyline Drive, Tacoma, WA 98406. For information contact
Jo Heiman at 759-5881

p. 4 Nothing like a little folk now and then.

Kittredge explores American folk traditions
BY HOLLY HELZERMAN
eontriimting Editor

KITTREDGE Gallery works on display until March 17.

Ever been to the Apple Blossom
Festival in Wenatchee? Ever wonder what motivates ordinary citizens
to dress up as oversized Red Delicious apples and parade around? If
you've hit this event or any other
community festival in small town
America, you'll feel right at home
in the Kiuredge Gallery.
On display until March 17, Craig
Pozzi's color photography exhibit
"Popular Events" explores the
uniquely American folk culture that
comes out of small traditional gatherings. Also on display in the gallery are Kenna Moser's paintings on
manuscripts entitled "Botany."
Pozzi's large photographs focus
on the more amateurish activities of
small towns throughout the Northwest. One of the show's highlights
is a picture of a woman at the Medieval Wine Festival and Multi Weapons Tournament in Banks, Oregon.
She wears a studded leather arm
sheath and bikini and carries a three-

foot long medieval sword. Another
picture focuses on a larger lady in
an exorbitant amount of tinfoil on a
parade float at the Ski and Sea Festival in Bellingham, Washington.
"I look to discover the surreal
qualities of ordinary human endeavors," said Pozzi. "So much of what I
see during these occasions seems at
once otherworldly — and utterly familiar."
Pozzi has been photographing
popular events for more than 15
years. He enjoys the challenge of
creating order out of visual chaos
and looking for significance.
"We can learn much about who
we are as a nation," said Pozzi in his
artist's statement. "Americans do
love to parade around and proclaim
their allegiance to whatever esoteric
cause allows them to feel part of a
community."
Pozzi will be in Kittredge gallery
on March 7 at 4:00 p.m to talk about
his work.
Kenna Moser's scaled down
paintings on blocks of wood provide
a visual contrast to Pozzi's work. She

uses small pieces of oak and mahogany to resemble Russian and
Byzantine icon paintings. On top of
the wood, she places vintage text and
beeswax to give her work an intimate quality. Then, she paints tiny
wrenches, scissors, hammers and
other objects over the beeswax.
"There is a sense of sharing secrets when viewing the paintings of
Kenna Moser," said Greg Bell, Gallery Director. "The layering of materials over scraps of personal histories describe a glimpse into a
story."
Moser grew up in a small town in
northern Ontario where she worked
at her father's hardware store. Her
paintings are a conglomerate of the
gossip and goods she learned about
while working there. Although they
don't tell a clear story, they draw the
viewer in to try to figure out the connection, said Bell.
Kittredge Gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. and Sunday from 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Admission is free
to students and the general public.

Jackie Chan flips out in "Bronx"
BY JASON JAKAITIS
etntriAmtimoj gAibr

Jackie Chan, the world's biggest movie star outside the United States, is trying his hand at American
filmaking once again. Over the past few months a
frenzied media blitz has plastered 41-year old
Chan's face and physique across magazines,
newspapers and television for all to see and
acknowledge. No actor has more fans that
haven't seen his movies than Jackie Chan.
His latest kung-fu creation, though, finally
gives the American audience the goods.
"Rumble in the Bronx" is Jackie Chan's first
mass-media American enterprise. It will introduce to the nation a short, cheesy Asian guy the
rest of the world can't get enough of. And it just might

Guava-based
rating
system
5 guavas: the highest rating, a classic and powerful
film.
4 guavas: put this one on
your weekend list of things
to do.
3 guavas: enjoyable, entertaining, worth the matinee
price at the very least.
2 guavas: usually an exercise in formulaic drollery;
no surprises here.
1 guava: takes advantage of
the audience's trust that
L films are made to entertain _J
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make him a star.
Chan derives the majority of his fame from two recurring themes: his inhuman speed and agility and his
reckless ambition towards death-defying stunts. This
one-two combo worked for him in Hong Kong, where
he starred in nine of that city's top ten all-time grossing films ("Jurassic Park" is number one), and Chan
didn't deviate an inch from that general game plan
when constructing "Bronx."
When it comes to constructing a plot line,
developing characters and creating plausible settings, "Rumble in the Bronx" has
the creativity of a Usual Suspects editor. The
movie quite simply revolves around Chan working
people over by the dozen.
Each and every character in "Rumble in the Bronx"
becomes either A) a mortal enemy of the quick-fisted
fighter or B) a helpless victim whom the bad guys hold
for ransom. In this case, Chan's mortal enemies are a
band of '80's thugs (one for each racial denomination) who ride around on dirt bikes and whose only
line is "Get him!" These fellows provide for enjoyable cannon fodder until Chan wallops them all in a
butt-whoopin' of mythological proportions and then
says (in badly dubbed English) "Don't you know
you're the scum of society?" This touching moment,
which may not win Chan an Oscar, somehow won over
the thugs and they band together against opponent
number two (apparently the real scum of society): big,
buff businessmen in suits.
Throw in a cute kid and his wheelchair for emotional content, a bag of diamonds for motive, Jackie
flinging himself from a bridge onto a moving
hovercraft (you get to see him break his ankle, it's neat)
and Presto! you have the fixings for a brainless meal
that the rest of the world has devoured voraciously.
"Rumble in the Bronx" is not a movie to be taken
seriously. Jackie Chan knows it, the rest of the world
knows it, you should know it. For God's sake, after
the movie ends Chan pieces together a collection of
stunts gone wrong just to give the audience more of
what they came for: good, clean, ass-kicking and deathdefying fun.

The real-life adventures of
breadsticks and a shake.

Breadsticks and a small
shake for $2

11

****" raves the Trail editors

"Fast-action food I wouldn't have
missed it for the world!"

Call x3663 for showtimes and pizza prices.
Offer good at the Pizza Cellar.

Coming soon to a chapel near you...
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African American Drama Co. presents "High John"
Play tells the story of black folk
hero and his trials with "Massa"
BY MEGAN TULLY
eontrii gang gicitor

As a conclusion to Black History
Month, the African American Drama
Company returns to the University
of Puget Sound to celebrate one of
the most well-known and influential
Americans, the legendary wanderer
and folk hero High John. The AADC
will present the musical story of this
pre-Civil war character, "High John
De Conqueror," on Friday, March 1,
1996 at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel.
The musical, by Obie Award-winning playwright Ed Bull ins, presents
the stories told of the legendary
trickster figure High John, a man
without ties who journeyed from
plantation to plantation, bringing
laughter, hope and cheer to those
enslaved.
Although the stories of his birth
and upbringing are widely varied, he
was a popular character in many
slave communities, and stories in
which he was featured were passed
from generation to generation without waning in popularity.
Watching High John outsmart
"Massa" and live by his wits reveals
his heroic status and the strength and
endurance he represented. Using the
multi-faceted High John's clever
trickery, this hilarious and energetic
story shows the indomitable spirit
and unity of the people, and the restorative properties of laughter.
The score combines familiar gospel songs with original music by

South African exile Selaedo Maredi
and Lewis Tucker. The intimate
three-person cast includes AADC's
artistic director, Phillip E. Walker,
director Ethel Pius, and founder of
the Bay Area's Children's Performance Center, Lonnie Ford. All
three are not only well-known performers but respected educators with
credentials and teaching experience
from a variety of educational institutions. The actors play multiple
roles, sing, dance and perform on a
variety of musical instruments. Following African storytelling tradition,
audience participation is a large part
of the performance.
The African American Drama
Company has performed for 18 seasons and in 49 states, making it the
most extensively toured, privately
owned black theater company in the
nation. They are continuing High
John's tradition of bringing an optimistic, joyous story to where it is
needed.
This company is known for the
informative lectures and workshops
they often givein connection with
their theatrical work, as well as ex
ceptional quality of their performances, which garnered them finalist status for the 1993 National Entertainment Award and a commendation from the National Association
for Campus activities.
This performance is sponsored by
Cultural Events. Tickets are $5 for
general admission and $3 with University ID. Please call 756-3419 for
more information.

Award winning & 91.)9A approved

Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace
TVs * Phones * All private baths

wAstimiziolv, James Tyrone Wallace, and Baran Bridges in "High John."
SPONSORED
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$17.50 ADV GENERAL
$15.00 UPS STUDENTS
ON SALE NOW

'Tacoma's most elegant BnB"

****

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175 j
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PRODUCED IN ASSOC. W/ BILL GRAHAM PRESENTS

DEAD HOT WORKSHOP THE REFRESHMENTS

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
UPS FIELDHOUSE • THURSDAY MARCH 1
TICKETS AT ALL TrICETHASTEfl OUTLETS i UPS INFO. CTI. OR CHARGE-BY-PHONE 628-0808. SUBJECT TO SERVICE CHARGE. OPENING ACTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Write for a catalog / We also do mailorder
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p. 6 We love gloom and doom.

Timco, Cave offer gloom doom
Timco — Gentleman Jim
Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds — Murder Ballads
BY TED SPAS
74•1x.s'ie 7Zeviecver
Sometimes you just want to be left
alone. More than anything else in the
world, you want everyone you know
to stay the hell away from wherever
you're at so you can get on being
good and melancholy and maybe
even DEAL with it. Of course, days
like those always end up with an
endless succession of people wondering what's wrong and commenting on how you don't really look
well, are you sure everything's
alright? After about the fifth one, you
just blow up at them and tell them
where to go and how to get there and
then they stalk off muttering about
what a bastard you are—they were
only trying to help.
Well, Timco are the band for you,
hipster. Their new album Gentleman
Jim is a bit glum, to be sure, but it's
not some pointless exercise in
mopery. Refusing to let themselves
be put neatly into one box (in this
case, it's a sort of grey box with the
word "Sadcore" stenciled on the
side), choosing instead to vary the
emotional content a bit. Thus, you
end up with songs like "Louisiana"
(the album's opening track), which
glides along on sad guitar
strummings before exploding into
periodic bursts fuzz and noise.
There's also the disaffected nihilism of "Steal A Car," with tons of
angst and frustration in the chorus,
but . also enough self-awareness to
keep the exercise from getting too
ponderous.
There's the expected amount of
solemn beauty on Gentleman Jim,
but there's also a fair amount of rage
and humor as well. Timco are a
bright, charming band who just happen to make wonderful, grimly enjoyable records.
The Grade: A - as in get hAppy.
* * *
Speaking of grimly enjoyable,
Nick Cave's new album is called
Murder Ballads and it's the concept
album to end all concept albums.
The concept is that all of the songs
are about (count of three, kids, say
it with me) MURDER. Pretty
spooky, innit?
This could be a relentless, fairly
unpleasant listening experience,
with little respite from its morbid
subject matter. It could be a preposterous and arrogant idea, the sort of
thing one comes up with when everyone keeps telling you what a genius you are. It could also be some
sort of grotesque joke. It IS.
But Nick Cave has made an entire career out of facing down the
nastier bits of the human psyche,
tossing in liberal doses of Southern
Gothic imagery, and letting the
whole bloody mess come oozing out
in the smooth, dark voice of someone who's BEEN THERE AND

February 29, 1996

BACK. He's one of the few genuinely scary people left in the musical spectrum, as well as one of the
most intelligent. He's so smart, in
fact, that he knows better than to take
this whole Murder Ballads concept
too seriously.
Oh, he's deadly serious on the
truly eerie "Lovely Creature" and the
opening "Song of Joy," both of
which help to cement Cave's crooning psychopath reputation, but
there's also the (really) foulmouthed badass posturing of his

"Stagger Lee" update, as well as the
exhaustingly epic "O'Malley's Bar"
in which pretty much EVERYBODY DIES, with Cave grinning at
the ludicrous excess of it all. See,
Our Man Nick has been at this long
enough to know when he's gone too
far, and on this album he's made up
his mind to go about twenty steps
PAST that point.
The music is in typically fine
form, with the Bad Seeds tossing
lush strings and organs in with mutant shards of blues guitar and Tom

Waits-ish circus flair to create a wide
variety of textures for Nick's stories.
They help maintain the beauty and
tension of the songs while still keeping things loose enough for the occasional wicked sneer to seep
through.
The album's closing song, a cover
of Bob Dylan's "Death is not the
End," is sung in turns by Nick, P.J.
Harvey, Shane MacGowan, Kylie
Minogue, and various Bad Seeds
and Friends of Nick... very much like
that "We Are The World" project

from way back when. It's silly and
pretentious and you can almost hear
the various collaborators grinning
evilly at the punchline of what may
be the music industry's sickest joke
to date.
Excessive, difficult, and quite possibly brilliant, Nick Cave and the
Bad Seeds have made a delightful
contribution to the moral decay of
Western Society. More power to
'em.
The Grade: A as in All beauty
must die.
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets—money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
— from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,* which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call 1 800 8,42-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today—it couldn't hurt.

0
a

Ensuring the future
for those who shape
°Standard rJPr'e It:durum,. Rating Analyeie, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Directore'Analyttral Data, 1995 (Quanedy). CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800-842-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Go see "The American President" this weekend. p. 7

EBRUARY- 7 MARCH; 1996
ON CAMPUS
HEMS
1-3 March- Campus Films
presents "The American President." Show times are in Mc 003
at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. & Sat;
6:00 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun.

1815
1-17 March- Kittredge Gallery
features color photography by
Craig Pozzi and paintings by
Kenna Moser. Gallery hours are
Mon. through Fri., 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. and Sun., 1:00 p.m. to
4:00 p.m. Admission is free.
.7 March- Photographer Craig
Poui, whose work is on display in
Kittredge Gallery, will deliver an
Artist's Talk at 4:00 p.m. in
Kittredge 111. Admission is free.

MUSIC

Band, directed by Syd Potter, will
bring sweet sounds to the Concert
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
.6 March-Phi Mu Alpha presents A
sinfonian Set at 6:00 p.m. in the
Concert Hall.
7 March- ASUPS Concerts
presents Gin Blossoms, with
opening acts Dead Hot Workshop
and The Refreshments, playing
the UPS Fieldhouse. Tickets are
$15 with University ID and are
available at the Wheelock Information Center or at Ticketmaster
outlets.
.8 March-The Organ at Noon
series continues with "Music for
the Beginning of Spring," a
concert presented by University
organist and professor emeritus of
music, Edward Hansen. The
performance starts at 12:05 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Admission is free.

LECTURES

1 March- The African American
Drama Company presents the
Obie-award winning musical, "High
John de Conqueror," about an
18th century American slave. This
is the last event in celebration of
Black History Month. The performance will take place in Kilworth
chapel at 8:00 p.m.; tickets are $5
general admission and $3 with
university ID.

4 March- Evergreen State College
Faculty member Ratna Roy will
deliver her lecture on 'the story of
ecology told through women's
voices and the language of dance,'
entitled "Ecofeminism through
Performance". This event is
sponsored by U.P.S. Lectures
through the Washington Commission for the Humanities. The
lecture will begin at 8:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Admission is free.

1 March- Robert Musser directs
the University Wind Ensemble in
the premiere performance of
University composer Lawrence
Ebert's "Serenade for Viola and
Winds," featuring viola soloist Joyce
Ramee. The event takes place in
the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

5March- Action Vice President of
NOW, Rosemary Dempsey, will
speak on "Stopping the Politics of
Hate: Fighting the Right," at 7:00
p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Dempsey
will hold a student leadership
workshop directly after her lecture.
Admission is free to both events.

.5 March- The University Jazz

.6 March-Author and historian

John D'Emilio will talk about gays
and lesbians in the family, at 7:00
p.m. in Kilworth chapel. For more
information, call x3665.
7 March- Pacific Lutheran
University welcomes Candace
Gingrich, speaking as part of the
National Tour of Human Rights
Campaign. The lecture will begin at
4:00 p.m. in the Leraas Lecture
Hall of the Rieke Science Center at
PLU. for more information, call
535-7296.

MITER
through 3 March- Inside Theatre
and director John Rindo present "A
Collage of Contemporary
Comedy," featuring a series of
short scenes, monologues,
pantomimes, and dances from
three well-known plays. This show
is not suitable for children. Tickets
are $6 for students and senior
citizens, $8 general, and $7 and $5
for matinees. Show times are: Fri.,
7:30 p.m.; Sat., 2:00 p.m. and 7:30
p.m.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.; and Thurs.,
7:30 p.m. Call 756-3419 for tickets.

MUSIC

THEITEll

.29 February- 2 March- The
University of Washington's Meany
Theater hosts the renowned Paul
Taylor Dance Company, performing "Arden Court" among other
pieces. All performances are at
8:00 p.m., and tickets are $25. Call
534-4880.

.2 March- The Young People's
Theater Projectpresents "Page to
Stage," a play written, produced
and staged by students of Pioneer
Valley School. the play begins at
5:00 p.m. at the Pantages Theater.
Individual tickets are $3. Call 8474626 for more information.

1 March- The Rialto Theater hosts
Hot Lemonade, a community youth
performance presented by Safe
Streets. The performance begins
at 6:30 p.m. and admission is free.
For more information, call 2726824.

IRIS

.2 March- The Tacoma Youth
Symphony Association presents the
Tacoma Young Artists Orchestra
at 7:30 p.m. in the Rialto Theater.
Tickets are $7 for reserved balcony
seating; mainfloor seating is by
donation. Call 591-5894 for tickets.

FILM

.8 March-The world's foremost
performer of the Native American
cedar flute, R. Carlos Nakai, will
perform with pianist Peter Kater at
the Rialto Theater at 7:30 p.m. A
pre-performance discussion will be
held at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $18
and $15, available through the
Broadway Center Ticket office, 5915894.

.9-13 March-The Rialto Theater is
showing a double feature of two
classic Japanese animation films:
"Akira" and "Robot Carnival" is a
festival-like compilation of nine
classic Japanese animation shorts,
in one film. Show times are as
follows: "Akira"showing Sat. 4:30,
8:30 p.m. and Sun.-Tues. 8:45
p.m., with "Robot Carnival"
showing Sat. 7:00 p.m. and Sun.Tues. 7:00 p.m. Call 591-5894 for
more information.

8-9 March- Gallery Concerts
presents The Gallery Baroque
players with guest artist,
harpsichordist Elizabeth Wright,
in a concert entitled "The Splendor
of Bach." Selections will include
music from Bach's Art of the Fugue.
Performance will take place at 8:00
p.m. in the Central Lutheran
Church, 1710 11th Avenue (Capital
Hill), Seattle. Tickets are $16
general admission, $8 students.
Call 325-7066 for more information.

OFF CAMPUS

through 3 March-Tacoma Art
Museum offers a number of
showcase exhibitions for the next
month: Gardens of Delight,
recreations of European formal
garden traditions; also, /mogen
Cunningham Photographs and

Women's Rites: Robes From the
Late Ging Dynasty Admission is
$1-$3, Tues.-Sat. 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.; Thurs. till 7:00 p.m. (3rd
Thurs. 8:00 p.m.); and Sun. 12:00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
1hrough March 13-The Broadway
Center for the Performing Arts
hosts "Saint Stories," a pictogram
display by Melissa Weinman, in
the Commencement Art Gallery,
Tuesdays through Saturdays from
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Admission
is free. For more information, call
593-4331.

[VENTS
.2 March- Evergreen State College
in Olympia hosts "Celebration of
the Written Word," an all-day
event that offers workshops in
writing and publishing, storytelling,
artisans, Booksellers display and
sales, readings by Northwest
authors and a Poetry Gallery "open
mic". The events will be held in the
college's Library Building from
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Free
admission.

Classifieds
C Trail advertising gets results. )
AWESOME DEAL

Attention All Students!

Roomate wanted. Large room w/walkin closet. Newer house on a quiet street
5 minutes from campus. $325/month
includes all utilities. Call 207-0152

Servers and kitchen help for summer
and fall wanted. Apply now at May's
Restaurant. 2514 N. Proctor.
Charming, huge studio
with controlled access entrance & Idry
facilities. 1303 Division Ave.272-8172
Mention this ad for student discount

Over 56 Billion in FREE Financial Aid is now
available for students nationwide from private
sector grants & scholarships! All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. For more information, call:

Teach English in KOREA

The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy, no risk or financial
obligation-Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, call now.
Raise $500 in only one week.
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33

Positions available monthly. BA or BS
degree required. US$18,500-23,400/yr
Accomodation &round-trip airfare
provided. Send resume, copy of diploma, & copy of passport to:Bok Ji
Corp., Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13
Samsung Dong, Kang Nam Gu, Seoul,
Korea 135-090 Tel:011-82-2-555JOBS(5627) Fax:011-82-2-552-4329

JEST A LITTLE CUTIE

Rewarding, exciting summer for
sophomore and older college studentscamp counsellor positions available in
the Colorado Rockies. Backpacking,
Western riding, water activities, natural science and many outdoor programs. Write:Sanborn Western Camps
5
mmi
P.O. Boislii Florissw

Self Employment Opportunity'
Need Cash? Look no more. Make
great money stuffing envelopes. $1.00
or 3 postage stamps to:
Annette Barreto
1807 E. Robin Way Apt. J
Appleton, WI 54915

SUMMER WORK
Would you like to spend the summer
working on a Wyoming Guest ranch?
Ours is on 140,000 acres in the Medicine Bow Mts., next to a wilderness
area. We serve 100 guests at a time
with a staff of 85. If you are available
from June 1-Sept.8 and enjoy both the
outdoors and being of service to others, we'd like to talk with you. For an
application or information:Bob or
Margie Howe, A B arA Ranch, PO Box
1049, Conifer, CO 80433. (303) 8381950- e-mail at abararanch • aol.com.

Deluxe 2 bdrm in Northend

loaded with fullsize W/D, fireplace,
patio/balcony &D/W. $525 472-RENT

Mention this ad for student discount

1 rm furnished studio, W/D, utilities

pd, no smoke,no pets, $350 475-7379.

FOR RENT
Historical District Deluxe 1&2 bdrm
in all adult community, W/D, controlled access, elevator, social rm, covered parking available, lbdrm$475, 2
bdrm $610 Heritage HouseApts 25
N.Brdwy 383-1505 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discount

Studio in Northend
Heat &hot water pd, controlled access
entrance, laundry facilities, quiet residential st.$275 2310 S.10thSt.6271854/472-RENT $99 move-in special
Volunteers are needed for the 1996
Men's Olympic Team Trials- Cycling
in Seattle on Sunday, May 19th. If Interested, call Andy at (206)441-7460,
or send e-mail to leslieota@aol.com

$ Financial Aid $
HELP WANTED

RAISE S$$

ADOPTION
Happy Loving Family- Physician,
R.N., financially secure, desire to
adopt healthy newborn.Call 964-9345.

ADOPTION

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Professor dad and creative mom seek
infant for loving home. Call collect
(206) 323-0558.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT •
Make up to 525-545 per hour teaching basic
conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
and S. Korea. Many employers provide room &
board other benefits. No teaching background
or Asian languages required! For more
information call:

(206) 971-3570 ext. J60891

Top commissions paid to high energy,
self-motivated, people person. You set
your own hours! Call 588-3271

FUNDRAISER
Motivated groups needed to earn
$500+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas, retail cards. Since 1969, we've
helped groups raise the money they
need. Call Gina at (800) 592-2121
x198. Free CD to qualified callers.

1-800-263-6495 ext. F60891

c_RUISE JOBS.
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000±/mo. working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call

(206) 971-3550 ext. C60891

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT._
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience. necessary. For more
information call:
(206) 971-3510 ext A 6 0 8 9 1

2611 N. Proctor • 752-9500

PIG; I
. II

Nightly @ 7:00 •
Sat & Sun matinee @ 4:30
I 11
Adults:$4.00- Seniors and 16 & under:$3.00
.111
1.1=.Matinee $3:00 & $2.00-Tuesday Night all seats $3.00 ∎ 13
-
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•

A Time When Young Men's Fancieg
Hey folks, it's that time again — another presidential election. The primaries began just a few weeks back and the campaigning
will not stop until the Wednesday after elections. Campaigning for the next presidential election will then begin about three weeks
after that. I suppose that I am one of the few people around who actually enjoy and are enthralled at watching campaigns, especially
primaries. Since I have dedicated a good chunk of my life to lapping up endless political drivel, I thought that I might share just a
little bit of what I have learned and put a light-hearted spin on this years primary. Enjoy!

Background
The campaign for the Republican nomination actually began long before this year. Most candidates start contemplating a presidential bid shortly after election day. Candidates, even if they do not
officially declare their intentions, must start testing the political waters and soliciting possible contributors. The single most important factor in a presidential bid is money. Candidates cannot win
without money. (At least that is the conventional wisdom.) Prospective candidates must spend one
to two years raising funds before the primaries ever begin. For this election, pundits said that a
LAMAR ALEXANDER is
minimum of twenty million dollars was needed to stage a reasonable campaign. The immense emstill hanging in the race.
phasis on money and fund-raising, and the amount of time that it requires, discouraged notable
Republicans such as James Baker III, Dick Cheney and Dan Quayle. At the start of this year's campaign, nine candidates were vying for the Republican nomination: Sen. Bob Dole (Ka.), Conservative commentator Pat Buchanan,
former Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander, Sen. Phil Gramm (Tex.), millionaire Steve Forbes, Rep. Robert Dornan
(Calif.), businessman Mory Taylor, Sen. Richard Lugar (Ind.), and conservative radio talk-show host Alan Keyes.

Clinton Update
President Bill Clinton has no opposition of any consequence in this year's Democratic primaMatch the President to their own party challen

ries. This is only the second time in the last twenty years that a sitting president has not had a
major challenger within his party. Reagan in '84 was the other time. Each time a president has
faced an inter-party challenger, the president has won the general election.

derail them from the presidency –
George Bush

A. Ted Ke

Gerald Ford

B. Pat B

Jimmy Carter

C. Ronald

`The 67049.0ii.e4t Azion4.44,

This past Saturday Delaware conducted its primary, which went unnoticed by the candidates, the media and the public. In this primary,
which no political observer considers to have much importance, Forbes
won, followed by Dole, Buchanan and Alexander.

Answers 1:1-c .0--z
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Iowa Caucus
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The coolest quote of the campaign: Pat Buchanan - "I've been a conservative for twenty-five years. He (Alexander) thinks he can walk across the
street in a plaid shirt and call himself a conservative."
February 29, 1996
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...and look who' s buying.

Turn to Thoughts of Primaries
Written by Todd Starkweather
T8utbanan'is ftlagit Rile
Buchanan's improbable journey to the top of the Republican field was helped in part by a new caucus in Louisiana. Previously, the Iowa
caucuses kicked off primary season. Only three candidates entered the Louisiana caucuses, Buchanan, Gramm, and Keyes. All others boycotted the caucuses so as not to upset voters in Iowa. Gramm, saying that the winner in Louisiana would be the conservative candidate,
predicted an easy win. He did not even make an appearance in Louisiana during the week before the caucus, instead focusing his attention on
Iowa.
Buchanan, who had just won the Alaska straw poll, pulled off an upset in Louisiana, throwing Gramm's campaign into a tail-spin from
which it never recovered. He turned his victory in Louisiana into a strong second place finish in Iowa, where he was aided by the fact that one
out of every three voters considered themselves a religious conservatives — Buchanan's main base of support.
Building upon the momentum from Louisiana and Iowa, Buchanan surprised the field in New Hampshire
by defeating Bob Dole, long considered the favorite. Dole had amassed more money and support than any
other candidate, but he still succumbed to Buchanan's inflammatory rhetoric and economic populism.
Most observers believe that Buchanan will remain in the race and can still carve out wins for himself as
long as Dole, Alexander, and, to some extent, Forbes, split the voters who regard themselves as moderate to
somewhat conservative. Buchanan, being the lone front-running candidate who positions himself among
the Christian conservatives and radical right, can consistently take twenty-five to thirty percent of the vote,
P- which should give him plenty of victories if moderate Republican voters do not consolidate around one
candidate. Both Alexander and Dole have hinted that the other should drop out so that they can fight Buchanan
one on one. Buchanan claims that if he wins Arizona he will win the GOP nomination.

PAT BUCHANAN may end
up with an upset victory.

Delegate count as of Thursday, February 22
vho helped

Buchanan: 21
Alexander: 4
Keyes: 1

ly
ran

Dole: 8
Forbes: 2
Uncommitted: 5

'Igen

BOB DOLE appears to have a
good shot at the presidency.

Out of the nine major candidates who began in Iowa,
seven are left. Gramm exited the race after his horrendous showing in Iowa. Conservative Congressman
Robert Dornan abandoned his campaign after the New
Hampshire primary.

23%

New Hampshire Primary
12%

North Dakota: Dole

fI
5%
/

Late Breaking Results:
Tuesday's Primary
Winners

South Dakota: Dole

3%
2%
1=1 > 1% > 1%
===

Arizona: Forbes

e
S.1

OS

Information compiled from New York Times.
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p. 10 We got spirit, yes we do...

Funk carries Olympic spirit
BY MICAH RICE
5ports gAitor

If the Olympic Games are a celebration of human excellence, it's
only fitting that those who excel in
generosity, goodwill and resilience
be honored along with those who
excel athletically. When UPS freshman John Funk takes hold of the
torch bearing the Olympic flame in
Tacoma on May 7th and runs a onekilometer leg of the torch's trip to
Atlanta, his tireless devotion to charity causes will take its rightful place
as part of that inch upholds the
Olympic spirit for all humanity.
Funk was selected last month by
the United Way of Tacoma to be one
of 10 Tacoma-area citizens honored
as Community Torch Bearers as a
result of exceptional devotion to local charity and community service.
As the torch passes through all 48
continental states during May and
June, 5500 Community Torch Bearers will team up with former United
States Olympic athletes and fortunate contest winners to ultimately
deliver the Olympic Flame to Atlanta on the day of the Opening Ceremonies.
The deliverance of the Olympic
Flame to the Opening Ceremonies
will be the culmination of an aroundthe-world journey from the eternal
Olympic Flame in Athens, Greece
that will have taken nearly a year to
complete.

Since receiving word of his honor,
Funk has been extremely busy attending community events and presentations as part of the local publicity surrounding the Olympic
Torch-running procedure. Funk has
been received, along with the other
Community Torch Bearers, at a wide
variety of functions, ranging from
the State Gymnastics Championships to lunch with Governor
Lowrey in Olympia.
The events that led to Funk's recognition began late last year when
he decided to fill out an application
for the Community Torch Bearer
award. The application called for an
inventory of community activities
that the applicant had participated in
as well as a letter of recommendation. Almost two months past between when Funk submitted the application to when the United Way
called to notify him that he had been
chosen for the award.
"My initial reaction was total excitement," explained Funk. "It had
been so long since I had heard anything that I had stopped thinking
about it."
Funk's resume of devotion to the
community is impressive to say the
least. During his senior year at Foss
High School, Funk organized the
most successful food drive in the
school's history, along with a schoolsupplies drive for homeless children.
Funk participated in school activities as well, running cross county

and track and earning the honor of
team captain for cross country his
senior year. Funk also provided hospitality for the homeless at St. Leo's
Kitchen last Thanksgiving.
"I've seemed to always manage
to find time and stay involved," said
Funk.
What makes Funk's generous accomplishments more impressive is
just the fact that he's recently been
able to fmd time for charity. Since
his father was laid-off a short while
ago, Funk has had to work a job outside of school in addition to his
work-study occupation. With both
of these jobs together, Funk currently devotes around 30 hours per
week to work.
Funk says he plans to stay involved in the United Way and would
enjoy being assigned to run the section of the torch route that travels
next to the UPS campus on Alder St.
But overall he's proud just to be part
of the whole Olympic spirit on behalf of the community.
"It's neat to be involved in something as big as this in my hometown
and to be recognized along with the
community, said Funk."
When the Olympic athletes accept
their medals in Atlanta this summer,
they will be honored in the Olympic
spirit for being a champion in their
respective sport. Individuals like
John Funk are also honored in the
Olympic spirit, for being champions
of humanity.

Swimming off to National finals
BY TODD FEINBERG

SEAN

teVriter

The University of Puget Sound
men's and women's varsity swimming teams both dominated the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference
(PNWAC) championship meet this
past weekend.
The men decimated the competition of Central Washington and Evergreen with a final score of 364 to
254 & 85, respectively. Lance Craig
won the 500 freestyle, setting a conference record with a time of
4:43.60. Craig also contributed in
the winning 800 free relay (7:13.06)
and the 100 back (:53.84). Due to
his high achievement, Craig won the
men's High Point Award, the MVP
of the PNWAC meet.
Also contributing for the victorious male Loggers in individual
events were co-team captain and allaround sweet guy Kevin Nicholson
(200 free, 1:47.32), Harlem townie
and multipurpose powertool Joey
"Stanley" Olszewski (400 IM,
4:18.95 & 200 fly, 1:58.78), Junior
Jeff Grinstead (100 breast, 1:01.12),
the lady Logger's self-designated #1
fan Neil Ichiki (200 breast, 2:09.76),
and junior Marc Kincaid (100 free,
:46.72).
The women, not to be outdone by
their male counterparts, clobbered
Central Washington and Evergreen
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by similar scores of 354 to 251 &
92, respectively. Senior and co-team
captain Michelle Parrish received
the women's High Point award, winning the 100 fly (:59.06), 100 breast
(1:07.36), and the 50 free (:24.81).
First place finishes were also attained by Jen "in the fast" Lane (100
back, 1:00.55 & 200 back, 2:14.25)
and Angela Butler (200 fly, 2:11.55).
At the PNWAC, freshman sensations Justin Lindsay and Deva
Brandenburg as well as junior and
Olympic elementary backstroke
hopeful Erin Lindquist all qualified
for the NAIA National Championships next weekend (Mar. 6-9) in San
Antonio, Texas.
The men's team is the favorite to
successfully defend their NAIA
championship while the women
pose a serious threat to Simon
Frasier 's chances of repeating as
champions.
There will be a bus leaving the
UPS Fieldhouse at noon on March
5th for all those interested in attending the national meets. Tickets are
$10 as food and refreshments will
be provided on the bus, free of
charge.
The Loggers will go out of the
PNWAC as champions. Beginning
next season, the Loggers will be a
representative of the National Conference of Independent Colleges
(NCIC).

FRESHMAN JOHN FUNK will carry the Olympic torch.

Lorenzo de'Medici

• Art Institute of Florence

Study and explore in Renaissance setting at Lorenzo de'Medici
Institute • Art Institute of Florence. Complete American
University curriculum. Study/travel/excursion package.

Summer term - July, 1996
- Six Credit / Non-Credit, A/C Hotel Upgrade
Semester / Year Abroad 1996-1997 - Full Credit
Ms. Viola, FLORENCE CAMPUS
School of Continuing Education,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

Phone (203)254-4220 Fax (203)254-4106
E Mail: cbbowers@fairl.faidield.edu

F AIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

UPS swim team for Nationals
Men's participants

Lance Craig
Freestyle, Back
Fly, Freestyle
Chris Fantz
Freestyle
Don Frye
Freestyle
Eric Gregory
Medley, Breast
Jeff Grinstead
Alexi Hutchinson Freestyle, Fly
Breast, Fly
Neil Ichiki
Freestyle
Shawn Irvine
Freestyle, Back
Ben Johnson
Marc Kincaid
Freestyle
Justin Lindsey
Freestyle, Fly
Freestyle
Gabor Mereg
Medley, Fly
Joal Miller
Medley, Fly
Joe Olszewsxi
Erich Von Tagen Freestyle
Women's participants

Mira Anderson Breast, Back
Deva Brandeburg Freestyle
Medley, Fly
Angela Butler
Freestyle, Back
Jen Lane
Fly, Medley
Kendra Lavik
Breast, Medley
Elizabeth Leer
Freestyle
Erin Lindquist
Fly, Breast
Kelly Martin

Marne McDonald Freestyle
Nicole McKenney Medley, Breast
Michelle Parrish Free, Fly, Breast
Freestyle, Fly
Jenny Peterson
Freestyle, Fly
Molly Peyton
Fly, Medley
Tiana Forms
l'reestyle, Fy
Alison Weston
Freestyle
Megan White
Jenel Yanagihara Fly, Breast
Fly, Medley
Lauren Zybura

Preparation from

The Steven Klein Compan y .

featuring...
32 hours of in-class teaching
three fully proctored exam
additional help sessions
personalized instruction
free application advising
Price -- $395

Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT
Next GRE Class begins October 16

Next GMAT Class begins November 21
Next LSAT Classes begin December 6 and 7
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Baseball to address plethora of questions

PITCHING is just one uncertainty for Logger baseball.
BY JASON JAKAITIS
ssist4nt Spores gAitor

If anything, this UPS baseball season will certainly be an interesting
one. With a new coach, only four
returning players with an inning of
collegiate baseball experience and a
total of six healthy upperclassmen,
the Loggers have a plethora of ques-

tions that can only be answered by
playing ball.
"We're a very young team but
that's good to have a with new coach
coming in," says coach Ken Garland.
Garland, who has, ironically,
logged a decade of football coaching experience at Idaho St., Linfield
and Willamette, spent the last three

years at Linfield as both the offensive coordinator for the football team and the pitching coach
for the baseball team. During his
tenure at Linfield, the baseball
team won their conference every
year and advanced far into the
regional playoffs. This performance obviously drew the attention of the leaderless Loggers.
"I always thought I'd be a football coach, but this was a great
opportunity," Garland says of his
position at UPS.
Boasting 14 freshman, three
sophomores, three juniors and
three seniors, the team will be
looking for leadership out of their
upperclassmen. Seniors Chris
Schlecht, Brian Sundahl and
Corey Van Lith have been named
team captains.
"All of our seniors are very
good players, they're going to
carry this team," says Garland of
the experienced nucleus.
Van Lith, who is slotted as the
starting shortstop, is the leadoff
hitter and one of the club's most
talented players. He is also the
point guard for the basketball
team and will complete his basketball obligations before joining
the team.
The remaining starters include

junior Ian Griffin at first base, sophomore Justin Morante at second base,
freshman Marc Wallace will play third
base, junior Brian Feeney will start at
catcher, senior Chris Schlecht plays
right field, switch-hitting freshman
Tony Chennault will patrol center
field, freshman Ryan Wilson will play
left field and freshman Dan Mierzwa
bats as the designated hitter.
The Logger's top three pitchers are
all left-handed, which will add another
twist to an already intriguing season.
Freshman Zach Thompson has been
impressive and will start the first game
of the season for the Loggers on Feb.
28. Senior Brian Sundahl and fresh-

man Russ Kolar will also see some
innings, as will right-handed pitchers
John Culbertson and Adam Leonard.
Garland hopes that Justin Talmadge
will be able to develop as the club's
stopper.
Garland will have a considerable
task molding players with so little experience into a consistently successful team, but he is up for the task and
has the players to make UPS baseball
a winning tradition.
"We'll see a lot of improvement in
the club as the season goes on," says
Garland of his youthful club. "They're
a good young team and they're going
to get a lot better."

Tennis has good weekend
BY JENNIFER HATTON
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"It was good to get some wins,"
said men's tennis player, Jared
Brodin of last weekend's men's tennis victories over George Fox and
Linfield. Out of the five matches
played among men's and women's
tennis, four out of five matches
ended in wins. This is a much better outcome than last weekend's
matches.
"It was hard to start the season off
with two nationally ranked teams,"
said Brodin. The men's team defeated both George Fox and Linfield
9-0. The women's team upset
George Fox 8-1 and Whitworth 6-3,
while dropping one match to
Linfield 3-6.
The men's team is feeling good
about their season so far. Brodin, a
sophomore, sees the changes of this
year's men's team as an overall
deepening in the lineup. "Generally,
we are a lot more well-rounded this
season. There is a new driving force
to win and a more focused attitude."
Coach Steve Bowen points out that
though both the men's and women's
teams are relatively young
this year, they have great
potential for the future and
are succeeding in the
present.
You can see more UPS
tennis on March 2. The men
and women will be hosting
Lewis and Clark in the
Pamplin Tennis Pavilion at
9:00 a.m.

At SAFECO, you find a supportive, challenging environment that enhances opportunities to develop. Each employee is encouraged
to pursue his/her own interests through personal development programs, systems-related
training, tuition reimbursement, and promotion
from within.
If you are interested in a position in our
Information Systems Department, SAFECO
representatives will be on campus for an

Information Session
Thursday, March 7, 4:00 p.m.
Thompson Hall, Room 120
Interviews are taking place on Friday, March
22. To be considered for an interview, please
turn in your resume to the Office of Academic
and Career Advising by February 29.

TAKE THAT! Both the men's and women's tennis
teams scored victories last weekend.

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

American Heart
Associations.
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Exercise.

For more information regarding SAFECO and
our many opportunities, please contact
Academic and Career Advising. We are an
equal opportunity employer committed to
employing a diverse workforce.

SAFECO'
February 29, 1996
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Loggers drop home finale
BY MICAH RICE
L.
4 tort, golitor

GETTING UP, Jared Leuck challenges a 3-pointer.

Five seniors
graduate from
basketball teams
Five Logger athletes played
their final home basketball games
for the Loggers in non-conference
games occurring last week.
Sarah Lentz was the lone graduate from the women's team. She
played three years after transferring before her sophomore year.

Northwest College provided a
tough warm-up for the Logger's
playoff run, pinning an 80-65 loss
on Puget Sound, Feb. 23. It was
the final home game for Whitney
Dixon, Kevin Grant, Jared Leuck
and Erik Prowell, who are the
team's four seniors.
Although the Loggers played
without Bryan Vukelich, who used
the occasion to rest a sprained
ankle, they still managed to keep
pressure on Northwest College for
most of the first half.
The second half was a different
story as Northwest College
sprinted ahead and held off the
Loggers for the remainder of the
game.
Dixon and Prowell both scored
double-doubles with 20 points, 10
rebounds and 15 points, 11 rebounds, respectively. The loss
ends the Loggers' regular season
in which they posted an 11-14
record overall.
The Loggers played their sched-

She started 13 games this season,
averaging 5.2 points and 5.0 rebounds per game.
The losses for the men's team
are greater as three starters will
not be returning next year. Jared
Leuck and Whitney Dixon both
started all 25 games this year,
averaging 11.2 and 10.7 points
per game, respectively. Kevin
Grant started 15 of the 21 games
he played in and was a key longrange shooter, hitting 34 of 82
shots from 3-point range. Erik
Prowell was a key man in the
front-line, filling in when a
player got into foul trouble.
Prowell saw action in all 25
games this year.
—Micah Rice

Men's Lacrosse beaten
BY TRISHA TRAUGHBER

kit I/Priter
On Sunday Feb. 25, the men's
lacrosse team faced cold winds and
a strong opponent on the UPS soccer fields. While the Loggers made
a strong showing in the beginning,
they were blown away by Western
Washington with a final score of
18-3.
In the first quarter, the Loggers
came away with two goals. The
first was scored by Jesse Powell..
Jared Hankins managed to rake in
a second goal, giving the Loggers
a foothold early in the game. By
the end of the first half, however,
Western Washington had scored 10
goals, and they continued to increase their lead for the remainder
of the game.
Once Western Washington had
established a 10-point lead, they
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switched their attack players with
their defense players. Brandon
Schwartz repaid them for their
confidence by delivering a hit that
teammates called "inspiring" to
one of Western Washington's
quasi-defensemen, creating a highlight in an already rough game.
The Logger players emphasized
that they were further tortured by
less than satisfactory officiating.
Justin Cathcart explained, "The officials made a lot of poor judgment
calls, slowing the game down, and
both teams were equally frustrated
with the officiating."
In the fourth quarter Jesse
Powell scored his second goal of
the game, but it did little to narrow the gap in the scores. Sunday's
game leaves the Loggers with two
wins and three losses in league
competition as they prepare to face
Simon Fraser on March 1.

STANDINGS
PNWAC Men's Basketball Standings
(Final season standings)

Seattle U.
Lewis-Clark State
Simon Fraser
W. Washington
Puget Sound
C. Washington
St. Martin's

Conference
W L
3
9
4
8
4
8
6
6
7
5
3
9
9
3

uled first-round Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference playoff game
against the Western Washington Vikings last night in Bellingham. Results were not available at press-time.
The Vikings and Loggers were seeded
fourth and fifth, respectively, for the
playoff tournament. The winner will
travel to Seattle to face the first-seeded
Seattle U.
Several Loggers ended the season

GB
1

1
3
4
6
6

Overall
W L
13
16
17
9
17
13
16
12
11
14
13
14
11
16

near the top of several offensive categories in the final conference
rankings. Vukelich topped the league
in rebounding with 10.0 rebounds per
game, while earning the second highest shooting percentage at 63.7 percent and placing fourth in scoring at
17.8 points per game. Leuck was also
among the league leaders in field-goal
percentage, placing fourth while
shooting 61.0 percent from the field.

Puget Pacer

the
to Benefit "KIDS CAN DO!"

Saturday April 27, I 996
Baker Stadium
8:30 A.M. Registration
9:30 A.M. Kids Fun Run (I 3 & Under)
10:15 A.M. 5K Walk
10:00 A.M. 5K Run
I 1: 1 5 A.M. Prizes, Awards, Music, Food

Entry Fees
$10 Entry donation for participants 14+
$ 7 Entry donation for participants 14 6 under.

Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
I st & 2nd place male/female in the fun run and 5k run.
Top team money raiser, and to the team with the most participants.
All participants will be eligible to receive additional prizes from
drawings. Individuals must be present to win.

Call CIAC at x3767 for more information and/or registration forms.
Co cordinators: Jenny Stephens, Greg Holt
-
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La drirna
Student suggests that
students become active
part of tenure decision
President Susan Resneck Pierce:
In view of the recent discussions
about tenure and because the students seem dissatisfied with this
year's tenure decisions, I thought
this would be an ideal time to make
a proposal: let students serve on the
committee which determines
whether a professor gets tenure. After all, the students pay $22,000 per
year to be taught by these professors.
I have never had a class with either of the professors who were denied tenure this year, but I have heard
great things about both of them. It
seems that these professors should
have had the opportunity to have
official student advocates who could
take part in the tenure process.
The faculty on the committee
should, of course, have a lot of say
in whether a professor in their department gets tenure, but have they
ever taken a class with their col-

Illge students have much to
::::::teach the teachers about
teaching, but only if our
dews are solicited and
taken seriously...
::::::

league to determine his/her teaching
ability? I doubt it. Sitting in on a
couple of classes by no means ensures that the decision of a faculty
member will be an informed one, at
least regarding the teaching of his/
her colleague.
This university prides itself on its
acquisition of "teacher-scholars."
While the best judges of the
"scholar" half of the equation are
undoubtedly the faculty, the best
judges of the "teacher" half are the
students. We should be able to have
our say. Granted, we get to write and
turn in evaluations every so often,
but these evaluations are often
rushed and thus unreliable. By allowing students to serve on the tenure committee, we will have the opportunity to thoughtfully and thoroughly evaluate our professors along
with their colleagues, a situation
which can only lead to more knowl-

edge of the evaluee and thus, possibly, result in a more informed and
better tenure decision.
I understand that both the majority of the department and the Faculty Advancement Committee found
the victims' teaching excellent.
While I concede that you, President
Pierce, have the power to overturn
these judgments, why should the
person most removed from the classroom get to make that call? Rather
than moving evaluations farther and
farther from the classroom, why not
involve those with the most thy-today knowledge—the students? Why
rely on four semesters of written
evaluations when some students
have years of experience with a professor to bring to the committee?
While some may say, "No respectable university lets undergraduates
make such judgments," I find it interesting that when I was being recruited, the focus seemed to be on
student leadership, personalized
education, committment to teaching,
and this university's curricular leadership. For this university to truly be
a leader, it must not follow the policies of other universities. In fact,
those truly committed to teaching rededicate themselves to finding new
ways to reach their students; e.g. by
letting them serve on the tenure committee. We students have much to
teach the teachers about teaching,
but only if our views are solicited
and taken seriously, not in the form
of hurried written evaluations, but by
letting us voice our opinions, good
or bad, about the faculty members
from whom we and future Puget
Sound students will be taking
classes.
In short, let us serve on the committee! After all, our votes can be as
easily overridden as those of the faculty were during these tenure decisions.
Mina Kennedy

Trustee defends Methodist
relationship as parental,
not legal
Attention: Editors
I am writing about some of the
history of the University's connection with the United Methodist
Church.
As you noted, there is no legal
affiliation with the church. Steps
taken jointly by the University and
the Church in the 80s terminated any

legal connection. Just because the
ACLU may think there is such an
affiliation does not make it so. Most
court trials are based on different
perceptions of the truth. It is my understanding that should ACLU prevail in their contention, there are
only seven students who would be
affected at UPS. I feel sure that they
would be cared for by the University, if it comes to that.
UPS was founded by the Methodist Church in the last century. For
many years the University struggled
to survive, and more than once was
rescued by major funding by the

ustees are from many
fferent religious
ckgrounds, perhaps
me with no religious
filiation, but trusteeship
eans commitment to the
elfare of the University
above any other alleged
agenda.
church. In the early years there was
a very close and meaningful relationship between the two. There remains
a warm and collegial relationship,
much like a parent and child. In the
beginning the parent institution was
largely responsible for providing the
conditions for growth. When the
child matured and moved into a very
successful adulthood, the church
parent proudly set the University
free from any legal or controlling
ties. Just as in a loving family, the
history of childhood is celebrated
along with a successful maturity, so
not the University and the Church
are proud of our common history.
The complete colorful story of this
connection is well documented in
the archives at the University library.
I am a retired U. Methodist minister. I have served as a University
Trustee for many years. I was elected
by the Trustees. My commitment as
a trustee is to the well being of the
University, not to any "Church
agenda." Trustees are from many
different religious backgrounds, perhaps some with no religious affiliation, but trusteeship means commitment to the welfare of the Univer-

sity above any other alleged agenda.
There is no mystery about the
University's affiliations, just as there
is no mystery about its history. I am
sure that the members of the administration stand ready to discuss this
with any who inquire. Local Trustees are available to students who
have inquiries such as you have
raised. My answer to the question
you would ask the folks on the "first
floor of Jones Hall" is that no legal
affiliation with the U. Methodist
Church has been announced simply
because there is none.
Incidentally, Whitworth College is
not affiliated with the Methodist
Church. I believe it is Presbyterian.
Sincerely,
Troy M. Strong

Ignorance and laziness
offer no excuse for
apathetic students
To the Editor:
Recently I attended President
Pierce's "fireside dinner," after
which she fielded pointed questions
from students regarding issues on
campus. I was disappointed with my
peers in the nature of the questions
presented.
First of all, our president had to
endure the embarrassing topic of student apathy. She almost pleaded with
us, "How can we get students involved?" One student requested that
incoming freshmen receive an "index" of sorts outlining all campus
organizations in which they could
involve themselves. I felt like apologizing to the president, for as the best
and brightest academics this country has to offer, we should not need
to be spoon-fed.
At dinner, the subject of The
Usual Suspects arose. This new underground publication was lauded as
a needed breath of student
assertiveness in the stagnant intellectual air of the university. However, as soon as President Pierce suggested the students use this as an
example of how to make a difference, the conversation changed its
tone to degrading the Suspects for
its negativity. It was as if the students
said, "Rebellion? Cool. What, by
me? Oh, sorry, it's too much work."
After dinner, the president opened
the floor to any and all student concerns. Several of my peers badgered
both President Pierce and Dean Potts
on the issue of the denial of tenure

to Professor Maria-Christina
Urruela. Dean Potts first had to inform the students of the tenure
evaluation process, which is a comprehensive, methodical endeavor.
None of those questioning Urruela's
release even knew the details of the
evaluation. Next, the students requested that Pierce attend all
professor's courses in order to personally experience the classes. President Pierce finally had to inform us
that the entire process is confidential and cannot be discussed.
Often times at home, my parents'
friends come over and spend the entire evening around the table debating and discussing a variety of topics. This intellectual banter is a fine
balance of give and take, and while
everyone gets heated at times, logical answers are deduced and at the
very least we all leave more enlightened. While I expected this type of
environment at the president's, the
fireside dinner eventually became a
bitch session for students.
I disagree with many university
policies, but I am not too naive to
know that most issues are far more
involved than I at first expect. To

you want to get
Anvolved, raise your ass off
e couch and call
meone, write a letter, or
rganize a group to
dress important isssues.
Ile provocative, not
reactive.
attack the president is a typical case
of the Puget Sound Student's willingness to blame everything on the
powers that be.
STUDENTS: We have tremendous power. There is strength in our
pens, in our words and especially in
our actions. We should not have to
be presented with options for involvement in campus politics, social
issues, or special interest organizations. We all float along until some
calamity shatters our blissful stillness and...WHOAH!!! Let's yell
and scream and BLAME someone,
for God's sake. Who can we blame?

See LETTERS page 14
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What are the
best things in
life?

"To crush your enemies, see
them driven before you and
hear the lamentation of their
women"
—Conan the Barbarian

"Not the SUB food."
—Amy Clinton

"Food and sleep. In that
order,"
—Swibs Brock, Katie
Canfield, Carrie Ching, K.
Cameron Sperb

"Sex and beer."
—George Vrablik
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LETTERS from page 13
Anyone but ourselves, right?
Look, life isn't easy, but it sure as
hell is easier here than most places.
If we can't make the most of this
joke of an existence, then wait until
we "commence" with life postgraduation. Maybe the apathy on
campus breeds the lifestyle of unemployment and discontent we hear
from post-grads.
If you want to get involved, raise
your ass off the couch and call someone, write a letter, or organize a
group to address important isssues.
Be provocative, not reactive. Lead,
don't follow. If you love a teacher,
write letters to the board and prevent
situations like Urruela's. If you're
wasting your own time, don't waste
the president's time by bitching
about issues you took no part in. Use
your power and the power we have
in numbers. Everyone has some
gripe about UPS' policies, its costs,
its professors...well, WAAHHH
...we're here, so if you don't like
something, then try to change it, or
just shut up. Complaining is futile use your energies to propose solutions. And above all, learn that for
the most part success lies in working your tail off, often times with no
emolument except knowing that you
have done your best.
Ferris Bueller said, "Life moves
pretty fast. If you don't stop and look
around, you could miss something."
We have endless opportunities in our
grasp. Don't miss them.
Richard Cochrane

Student asks for
clarification of president's trespasses
Dear information distributors,
On my way to class the other day,
after having passed a ring of drumming, face-painted undergrads surrounding a burning effigy of President Pierce, something came to my
mind: What exactly did this poor
lady do? Yes, it is fun, and a given

.1 am at a loss. How
exactly has she irked us?
component of both daytime
talkshow audiences and college media to use nazi labeling liberally
whenever they are irked, but I am at
a loss here. How exactly has she
irked us? I was walking past her
cozy estate the other evening at
about midnight, all the lights were
out except for an eerie candle-like
flicker, and "The End" by the Doors
was playing. I heard this inhuman,
wailing voice emanating from the
living room. It was the president. I
could barely make out her words,
but she seemed to be saying, "I tried.
I really tried. They hate me, they all
hate me..." I dove behind a beautifully pruned shrub just as the first
wave of torch-bearing students
closed in.
Suspecting that I may have been
the uninformed minority, I was talking with some students the other day
over lunch, when I asked them the
same question I have posed to you.
February 29, 1996

None could give an exact answer.
Perhaps you could print a response
to this letter accompanied with a

clear list of grievances which the
president is directly responsible for.
If not, then maybe, uh, we should

leave her alone, or at least aim our
angst at a more impersonal target.
Thanks,
Justin Hamacher

Gothic air permeates campus
Trying to explain why many students drudge around with a constant cloud over their head is like
asking the proverbial question
"which came first, the chicken or
the egg?" The same logic applies
when considering whether the
high-stress life of college makes
the campus atmosphere seem
gloomy or is it the campus atmosphere that makes college life seem
desolate and forbidding at times.
By emersing one's self in the architecture and atmosphere of the
campus, one gets the feeling that
there are certain aspects of these
entities that serve as natural
downers. While the Northwest's
constant cloud cover and howling
wind do nothing to enlighten

Hall, it's tempting not to get confused and dream that you're in a cathedral. One gets his/her's food and
passes by a grim-faced cashier who
could easily be mistaken for a priest
assigning last rights to the food
you're about to devour. From there,
one has a choice to sit in communion on the main floor beneath the
giant murals of that demagogue Paul
Bunyan and quietly discuss the day's
events. Or one can subject oneself
to the isolation of the loft, where the
haunting drone of voices seeping up

.Collins Library takes on
e appearance of a large
face, jaws gaping...

from the main floor provides a fitting acoustic accompaniment for a
private confession.
Atmosphere like that of the SUB
is not confined to the indoor areas
of the campus, for it's often brighter
indoors than outside. A journey
across campus can be disturbing to
a tired, vulnerable student after a
hard night of studying or mass at the
SUB.
Should one cut across the drive in
front of Jones Hall, amid the shad-
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student's moods, one finds it difficult at times to be emotionally inspired by many areas on this campus.
Take for example the SUB. As
one makes one's way in to the dim
lights and tall ceilings of the Great

ows of the archaic brick buildings,
there awaits the fountain with its
faces of wicked creatures. When
they're not spewing water, the faces
subtly appear to be laughing or
screaming at the passer-by, dependent on the person's mood.
When one escapes the shadows
of the buildings, there awaits the
shadows of the trees surrounding
the Jones Quadrangle. From the
right vantage, the front of Collins
Library takes on the appearance of
a large face, jaws gaping and eagerly anticipating the placid-faced
students who apathetically stroll
towards its mouth. On very special nights, a lone trumpet or
french-horn will echo out of the
Music Building and easily be mistaken for a death march as the
sound resonates among the trees.
Don't take this wrong. This is
not a complaint about the campus
atmosphere, which is kind of cool
in a gothic sort of way. Rather it's
a possible explanation for the
gloom that seems to attach itself to
students on numerous occasions.
Honestly, depression among students would probably be higher if
the SUB were to paint its walls yellow and blast the Beach Boys over
the sound system.

Reality exists beyond "ivy curtain"
TRISHA TRAUGHBER

,5 kit

Writer

A crisis fueled by shameful ignorance and a lack of compassion is
looming on America's horizon.
Ironically, its signs are becoming
increasingly pronounced in our
nation's universities, places one
would ordinarily associate with
open-mindedness and the accumulation of knowledge. By no means
is our campus an exception; rather,
it is a glaring monument to what is
going wrong in our nation today. The
fact is that the very institutions
which seek to teach our generation
about the world in which they live
alienate them from it so completely
that they can have no knowledge of
what really exists beyond the ivy
curtain.
A growing number of people in
our nation struggle to survive morally and economically in a reality
that is quite different from the one
we experience. A mountain of frightening statistics attesting to the fact
that the nation's poor are becoming
a larger and increasingly powerless
portion of our population. Even diehard conservatives such as Newt
Gingrich have expressed consternation over a poverty stricken class of
Americans whose efforts have produced a crime wave which continues to plague us. The most frightening aspect of the problem is that
while the number of people included
in this disenfranchised group seems
to be growing, their means of escap-

ing it seems to be diminishing.
Meanwhile, back at UPS, students
shuffling around in Birkenstocks
devote their time and energy to protesting such important and lifethreatening issues as the quality of
the food which they do not prepare,
or often times even pay for themselves. We may be receiving an excellent education, but we remain ignorant to the realities of the lowerclass experience. Most of us come
from white, middle or upper class
households. We attended high

or four years we will
emain on our wellroomed campus, enjoying
the privilege of our
ducation, and then we
will be released upon
society in our ignorance.
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schools located in decent, middle
class neighborhoods (inner city
schools do not provide sufficient
educations for their student to reasonably expect to attend college).
We migrate from our sheltered high
schools to an even more sheltered
college campus, where we may
make the occasional acquaintance of
a token minority student, who is
hardly a member of the increasingly
helpless lower class. For four years
we will remain on our well-groomed

campus, enjoying the privilege of
our education, and then we will be
released upon society in our ignorance.
The conflicts between the increasingly divided classes can only be
accentuated by the waves of naive
college students out of small private
institutions such as UPS. Not surprisingly, college students make up
and almost exclusive majority of
elected officials. They are also more
likely to vote than any other group.
Ultimately, college graduates will
hold a disproportionate share of our
nation's political and economic resources, therefore the direction our
nation will take in the future is in
their hands.
It is clear that our society is increasingly plagued by conflicts
rooted in class differences and that
these are only becoming more pronounced. It is evident that our society must take action and resolve
these problems. It seems however,
that the people most crucial to the
implementation of change, the students, are ignorant of the problems
that face the lower class. As a school,
even as a generation, we need to realize that there is a reality beyond
the priviledged world in which we
live, and we need to start planning
for a future in which those two
worlds are going to be in increasing
conflict with one another. We cannot do this by sticking our heads in
stacks of books and kegs of beer;
there are other things which we are
responsible for learning.
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Nazis mouth off about everything under sun
BY O. I. WANKER

.5e4ii .5-HA -R.-P.
A gang of holocaust revisionist
Nazi poopheads were spotted in the
Rotunda recently, distributing
poorly-written hate propaganda and
generally lipping off about everything under the sun.
Their comments were met by jeers
and hoots from the assembled
crowd, who seemed much more concerned with scarfing down grilled
cheese sandwiches than absorbing
lunk-headed conspiracy jargon professed by a handful of mono-brow ed
cretins in jackboots.
The "leader" of the group, one Ian
Stuart Donaldson, was questioned
about his group's goals. He said,
"Well, what it basically boils down
to is we don't like anybody. Except
for that Pat Buchanan character. We
think he's just an absolute peach. Just
the sort we need to solve all the problems we've been having lately. See,
we can't get decent-paying jobs or
nice cars or girlfriends or respect, so
there must be someone to blame for

all of that. It can't be us, of course,
so who else is there? Well, just about
everybody, really. They're all conspiring against us, all them people
with skin colors and perversions and
last names that are hard to pronounce... they're all out to get us.
So what we're trying to get across
is that Hitler was a pretty decent
character, as far as syphilitic madmen go. All the bad things that
people say about him... those was all
lies. He didn't really kill thirteen
million people. It was really only
about four million. I mean, look,
that's just slander, that is. The holocaust didn't happen, is what we're
saying. The earth isn't round either.
It's shaped like a carrot."
The Nazis stuck around to irritate
people for about an hour, after which
the assembled diners drove them
from the building with a series of
well-flung root beer bottles.
This event is just one in a recent
string of possibly-related occurences
of really mind-numbingly stupid
people turning up to spout off really
nonsensical opinions in public. The

frighteningly stupid people lobby on
campus has recently grown in
power, leading administrators to
christen next year "The Year of The
Exceptionally Dumb Person." This
news has met with tremendous support from almost all campus organizations.
Asked how the administration felt
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about the unpleasant incident, El
Presidente said, "We'll have none of
their fascist crap around here. This
is a totalitarian socialist regime, and
don't you forget it. We've got no
time for thick-necked fools telling
us who to oppress... we'll do our
oppressing in our own sweet time,
without any prodding from these
upstarts, thank you very much."

THOSE PESKY NAZIS get in everything.

Health Center causes pregnancy Brigands raid Collins
BY C. SECTION

,5 bill 74VAPOit
The recent astounding rise in University of Puget Sound student pregnancies has been linked to Student
Health Services, according to research done by the Pleasant Valley
Insurance Company.
Pleasant Valley was brought in by
Sophomore Jennifer Wilson, a
policy holder with the corporation.
Wilson entered Student Health Services seeking antibiotics to combat
a particularly vicious cold, but after
a thorough examination Student
Health personnel concluded that she
was, in fact, five months pregnant.
Wilson said, "I had no idea. I hon-

estly hadn't noticed any physical
changes in the last few months.
Thank god my sinuses were clogged
or I'd never have realized I had a bun
in the oven. As soon as I found out I
called my insurance company to see
if they'd cover the expenses. They
said they'd send an investigator right
over. They're a pretty suspicious
bunch, to be honest."
The Pleasant Valley investigator
proceeded to nose around the Health
Service records, and discovered that
a whopping ninety-five percent of all
Health Service patients are diagnosed with pregnancy.
Tracy Jacks, a Student Health
public relations drone, said, "We
stand firmly behind every single di-

agnosis we make. If we said those
students were pregnant, then they
sure as heck were. Even the men. It
may seem like a biological miracle,
but those are the facts. It seems these
students are just dumed promiscuous."
When questioned as to whether
or not the University would investigate the situation, El Presidente said,
"No. These little pagans buttered
their beds... now let's see them give
birth in them. BWA-HA-HA-HA!"
In a related note, Student Health
Services has announced that student
pregnancy rates have actually declined from last year, when ninetysix percent of the student body were
"in the family way."

PREGNANT PEOPLE meet in campus support group.
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Memorial Library
BY V. KENT
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A daring theft struck the Collins
Memorial Library last Tuesday. A
gang of four men in black jumpsuits
set off the security pylons near the
main exit, causing them to draw
several nasty-looking handguns,
which they used to threaten the staff
and blow hell out of the security
system.
The men then held the library in
an iron grip of terror for forty-five
minutes, at which point their getaway car finally found a parking
spot, allowing them to bolt outside
and make good their escape, taking several armloads of books with
them.
A complete inventory of the stolen items is not yet available, but it
is known that the robbers made off
with every Curious George book
that the library had on its shelves,
several copies of Jane Goodall's autobiography, and The Big Book Of
Simians. "They sure were interested in monkeys," said one shaken
work-study student.
Security has announced that,
had the books been properly secured with u-bolt locks, the theft
would have been nearly impossible.
"Sure, it might have made the
books a bit tough to read, but who
the hell cares? This is the nineties.

Nobody reads anymore," said a security representative.
El Presidente has ordered that
the criminals be brought to justice,
and has offered seventy pieces of
gold to the warrior who can bring
her the heads of the thieves.
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A motive for the crime is unknown at this time, but the security representative was willing to
speculate as to the criminals'
goals. "We think they were probably some sort of lower-class
types, quite possibly from the Outside World. As such, it seems fairly
obvious that they planned to trade
the books for crack. They're always doing that."
No clues are available as to the
identity of the criminals, although
the ringleader was heard to instruct
one of his cohorts to, "Put that one
down, Davey. We've already got
four copies at home," while eyeing a copy of Michael Nesmith's
new book.
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